
Gawler’s division 2 team played its get out of jail free card on Saturday, going pointless to home 
side  Modbury but still managing to cling on to top spot. With results for other top 4 sides going in 
their favour, the 22 shot loss on a slick green didn’t hurt it as it could have. Indicative of the 
closeness in this division, only 7 points separates 1st from 7th place and another loss could see the 
team slide from the top 4. 
A 25 shot victory over Prospect Broadview for the division 5 Red side finds them sitting atop the 
ladder at the halfway point of the season. With only 2 losses at the break and now 11 points clear of 
second place, finals action, even at this early stage looks assured. Brian Lacey guided his charges to 
an 8 shot win and the four of Wildy, Boucher, Cameron and skipper Parker continue to post big wins, 
finishing the day 19 shots up. 
The 5 White side kept their hopes of remaining in this division alive with a 21 shot win over Para 
Hills. With the rink count in their favour 3-1, the 14 points lifts them to within 12 points of 4th spot. 
Margie May's four were best on the day (11 up) but it was the four of Wilton, Warland, Cousins and 
skipper Gillies who were the talk of the green, not for their 10 shot win but for scoring a very rare 
and coveted "8". 
On the back of 2 big rink wins, the division 7 side completely overwhelmed visiting team Croydon by 
30 shots.Sitting just below their higher ranked opponents before the match, they now find 
themselves in 2nd place. Vic Fielden's crew were impressive with an 18 shot win and the four of 
Hiney, Higgins Woods and Hamilton backed up last week's good performance to finish 20 shots up.  
 


